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Temporal judgments of actions 
following unilateral brain damage
Valentina Pacella 1,2*, M. Scandola 3, M. Bà 3, N. Smania 4, M. Beccherle 5, E. Rossato 6, 
D. Volpe 7 & Valentina Moro 3*

Sense of time is a complex construct, and its neural correlates remain to date in most part unknown. 
To complicate the frame, physical attributes of the stimulus, such as its intensity or movement, 
influence temporal perception. Although previous studies have shown that time perception can 
be compromised after a brain lesion, the evidence on the role of the left and right hemispheres 
are meager. In two experiments, the study explores the ability of temporal estimation of multi-
second actions and non-biological movements in 33 patients suffering from unilateral brain lesion. 
Furthermore, the modulatory role of induced embodiment processes is investigated. The results 
reveal a joint contribution of the two hemispheres depending not only on different durations but also 
on the presence of actions. Indeed, the left hemisphere damaged patients find it difficult to estimate 
4500 ms or longer durations, while the right hemisphere damaged patients fail in 3000 ms durations. 
Furthermore, the former fail when a biological action is shown, while the latter fail in non-biological 
movement. Embodiment processes have a modulatory effect only after right hemisphere lesions. 
Among neuropsychological variables, only spatial neglect influences estimation of non-biological 
movement.

Time is a crucial dimension of human life, and discussions on the nature of time have always been prominent in 
scientific and philosophical debates (e.g.1,2). However, the “sense of time” is multifaceted, as it involves different 
abilities such as time estimation, discrimination among durations, reproduction of time intervals, synchroni-
zation with a rhythm and so on. Furthermore, time perception is influenced by multiple factors, such as the 
emotional valence of a  stimulus3, the presence of a stressful  environment4, depression or  anxiety5–7. Ultimately, 
sense of time represents a subjective, internal phenomenon, not objectively representable or verbally identifiable 
(“the subjective experience of time”8,9) and thus difficult to study.

Experimental and clinical investigations indicate a close relationship between body and time perception. 
On one side, body impacts on time discrimination, as shown by the correlation between interoception (i.e. the 
capacity of perceiving information coming from the internal body and to be aware of these information) and 
accuracy in estimation of time  intervals10, or by the modulation of embodiment processes in the judgement of 
time  intervals11,12. On the other hand, the embodiment of external objects are facilitated by the temporal syn-
chronicity of visuo-tactile stimuli, as shown by the well-known paradigm of hand and full body  illusions13–15. 
The intensity of movements influences time perception as well. For example, the elapsing time of the observa-
tion of dancing statues in motion is estimated longer or shorter according to the intensity of the movement 
 represented12. Furthermore, timing hinges on brain structures typically involved with motor control, and timing 
is largely informed by motor related  signals16–18.

Although the neural mechanisms underlying time perception are still matter of  investigation19, previous stud-
ies suggest that time is processed in different manners depending on the duration of the time intervals and the 
typology of the tasks employed in the experimental  paradigms20,21. For example, the regulation of circadian cycles 
(with a 24-h scale) involves subcortical structures, in particular the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothala-
mus, while very fast processes on milli-second timing scales are strongly associated with cerebellar and motor 
 systems22. Multi-second timing is probably underpinned by a thalamo-cortico-striatal network, involving in 
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particular the striatum, the thalamus, the prefrontal and supplementary motor areas and the parietal  cortices23–27. 
The insular cortex has been found to be involved in time processing as well, in particular in the reproduction 
of intervals (with supra-second  intervals28), in the retrospective judgement of time  elapsing9 and explicit time 
 prediction29. Finally, the medial temporal cortex and hippocampus contribute to time representations, in par-
ticular when sequential processing is asked and independently from the duration range of  intervals30–32.

The thalamo-cortico-striatal network, including frontal, parietal, insular cortices and cerebellum supports 
one of the most influential hypotheses of time processing, namely the internal clock model, that considers time as 
the result of the accumulation of pulses from a neural  pacemaker33–35. Specifically, the model suggests that time 
intervals perception is built via three consequential  steps36: (i) a clock stage, during which a stimulus or event is 
converted by a neural pacemaker in timing signals (or pulses) that are collected by an accumulator (thanks to 
attentional processes); (ii) a step where these accumulated signals are stored in working memory and quantified 
to be (iii) compared with previously stored values for that stimulus duration. From this comparison and when 
the two values match closely enough, a decision on duration is taken. The right insula has been suggested as the 
temporal accumulator, which is then associated with the prefrontal cortex and cerebellum to produce motor 
 responses37. Furthermore, striatal and cerebellum activity might be mainly involved in the stage of converting 
timing signals in neural information, as these two structures result to be crucial in beat-count tasks and syn-
chronization processes for the planning of decision  making24,38.

Synchronization is at the centrum of another model for time perception, the beat frequency model of tim-
ing24,39–41, that advances the hypothesis that time is coded by the coincidental activation of striatal spiny neurons 
by cortical neural  oscillators42,43.

The role of the mesocortical pathway in timing mechanisms is hypothesised in the hybrid model of time pro-
cessing44,45 as well. The model advances the theory that a main core timing mechanism relies on the mesocortical 
pathway and interacts with domain-dependent brain structures. Thus, different structures are engaged in time 
processing according to the different task/stimulus modalities.

In this complex frame, the contribution from neurological patients is potentially relevant in the understand-
ing of time processing, both in terms of identification of the neural correlates and for a better theoretical com-
prehension of the cognitive processes of temporal judgments. However, data are still meagre and inconsistent. 
It is known that subjective experience of time tends to be less efficient after a brain lesion and that the sense of 
malaise correlates with errors in time  estimation46,47. However, the potential differences between left and right 
hemisphere damaged patients are to date in most part unexplored.

Underestimation of time intervals has been found in right hemisphere damaged patients, with worse perfor-
mance in the presence of spatial disorders such as spatial  neglect48–51 (but  see9 who do not find any differences 
in right brain damaged- RBD-with and without neglect). Only a few studies compare patients suffering from 
left and right hemisphere lesions, with inconsistent  results9,47,52–54. Indeed, while some studies show the right 
but not left hemisphere damaged patients underestimating time  intervals52,53, a more recent  study47 reveals that 
symptoms may vary based on the time from the lesion onset. In the acute post-stroke phase and in transient 
ischemic attack patients, time underestimation is found following both left and right damages, while three months 
later, the disorder persists only in left-side stroke and in right side with (but not without) neglect. In these latter, 
a predictive role of cognitive impairment in short-term and working memory abilities is also  reported47. Some 
specificities have also been found between the prospective and retrospective time estimation, however without 
differences associated with the side of  lesion9.

What at the best of our knowledge remains unexplored is the role of the body in temporal judgements of 
actions. This study aims to fill this gap and respond to the following questions: (i) does a hemispheric speciali-
zation exist in time processing? and (ii) is the duration of actions processed in a different way with respect to 
duration of other typologies of stimuli (i.e. non-biological movement)? If so, (iii) is temporal judgement of actions 
associated with other cognitive functions (i.e. the presence of limb apraxia, spatial or attentional disorders, aware-
ness of motor deficits)? Finally, (iv) if the time of action is something special for our brain, can the embodiment 
of actions seen have modulatory effects?

We advanced the hypothesis that two syndromes might impact on temporal estimation of action, namely 
limb apraxia and anosognosia for hemiplegia, that are usually associated with left and right hemisphere damage, 
respectively. Limb apraxia is the inability to perform specific and predefined  actions55, as a consequence of lesions 
involving fronto-parietal  networks56–58. Anosognosia for hemiplegia (i.e. the lack of knowledge of one own’s 
motor  deficits59) is usually reported after right brain damages as a consequence of lesions in structures which 
are also involved in time processing, such as the  insula60 the fronto-parietal network (with the superior longi-
tudinal fasciculus) and the fronto-striatal  network61–63. Crucially for the hypotheses of this study, in both these 
two clinical conditions, processes of embodiment induced through the mirror box  illusion64 or self-observation 
in a  video65,66 are efficacious in modulating patients’ symptoms.

A group of 33 brain damaged patients with unilateral lesions participated in a task of estimation of various 
durations of actions seen in a screen. A group of healthy subjects matched for age, gender and education served 
as control. As a no-body condition, the same durations were used during the presentation of a non-biological 
movement of a little ball while moving vertically toward a target.

In the presence of a hemispheric lateralization of duration estimation, we expected that the two groups 
perform in a different way when compared to each other and to the control group in both the tasks. If, on the 
contrary, differences were found only in the action condition, this would be interpreted as an index of the pres-
ence of specific processes devoted to action durations. In this case, we also expected that action-related functions, 
such as motor deficits, apraxia and anosognosia for hemiplegia, impact time processing. This category specific 
deficit (e.g. for action stimuli) might be present in one group of patients and not the other. Finally, in the case of 
a role of body representations in temporal estimation of actions, we expected that the experimental induction 
of the embodiment of the arm that performs the actions modulates patients’ performance.
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In the study, these hypotheses have been tested by means of two sequential experiments: (i) the Action Time 
Estimation (ATE), with, as a control task without actions, the Movement Time Estimation (MTE) and (ii) the 
Action Time Estimation with manipulation of Embodiment (ATE-embodiment and ATE-no hand).

Results
20 right brain damaged (RBD) and 13 left brain damaged (LBD) patients participated in the study. All the patients 
performed Experiment 1, while a subgroup (n.16) participated also in Experiment 2 (11 RBD, 5 LBD). 42 healthy 
participants served as control group (C).

A neuropsychological assessment (Table 1) investigated: general cognitive functions (Mini Mental State 
 Examination67, MMSE); language comprehension (Aachener Aphasia  Test68, AAT); ideomotor  apraxia69; aware-
ness for contralesional upper limb motor  impairment70,71; short term memory (digit span  forward72); spatial 
attention  deficits73; and personal  neglect74. To exclude the presence of general cognitive impairment, the MMSE 
was administered to the control group as well. As the assessment for motor unawareness identified 7 anosognosic 
patients (AHP) in the right brain damaged group, these patients were separated into two groups, with a total of 
four groups in both Experiment 1 (AHP = 7; RBD = 13; LBD = 13, C = 42) and Experiment 2 (AHP = 4; RBD = 7; 
LBD = 5, C = 16). The results of the neuropsychological assessment are shown in Table 1. AHP patients have 
worse performance than the other groups not only in the task assessing awareness (Visual-Analogue Test for 
Anosognosia for Motor Impairment, VATA-m), but also in general cognitive functions, oral comprehension and 
spatial attention. Consistently with expectations, RBD patients (in Experiment 1) presented with a significant 
spatial attention deficit compared to the LBD group, while the LBD group (in Experiment 2) show significantly 
higher scores (i.e. more errors) in the test for apraxia when compared to the RBD group (see Supplementary 
Materials, SM1 for the statistical results).

Experiment 1: Action time estimation task (ATE). The Action Time Estimation (ATE) task was used 
to measure potential differences among the groups in estimating the temporal durations (i.e. 3000 ms, 4500 ms, 
6500 ms) of actions that were presented on a screen by means of a series of videos. These included the use of a 
tool (by the left or right hand) with actions being seen from a first-person perspective and performed in a verti-
cal trajectory (Fig. 1a). In a control task, a vertical movement of a circle toward a horizontal line (Movement-
Time Estimation MTE) was shown in the videos (Fig. 2a).

The raw values of estimates indicate that differences in the various durations (i.e. 3000 ms, 4500 ms, 6500 ms) 
were identified by all the four groups of participants (SM2 for details), and the analyses were conducted separately 

Table 1.  Mean and ± standard deviation of demographic, clinical and neuropsychological assessments 
are shown for the three groups of patients (RBD, AHP, LBD) and the healthy controls group. ▲ Significant 
differences of a group (AHP or LBD) with respect to the RBD group. ■Significant differences of a group (AHP 
or RBD) with respect to the LBD group. Only the MMSE was administered to participants in the control 
group, in order to exclude any signs of mental deterioration. RBD, Right brain damaged patients; AHP, patients 
suffering from Anosognosia for Hemiplegia; LBD, left brain damaged patients; MRC-UL, Medical Research 
Council-Upper Limb; EHI, Edinburgh Handedness Inventory; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination 
(cut-off = 23.8); err., number of error; Token test, severe deficit = > 40 err.; Oral comprehension, severe 
deficit = score < 43; Comprehension of written sentences = score < 43; Ideomotor apraxia = not validated, clinical 
assessment; Digit span = 3; Comb and razor = < − 0.11; Line crossing = ≥ 34 ; Line bisection = ≥ 7; VATA-m, 
Visual-Analogue Test for Anosognosia for Motor Impairment (cut-offs > 6.2); UL, upper limb; Bisiach 
score = 1.5.

RBD
N = 13

AHP
N = 7

LBD
N = 13

Controls
N = 42

Age 67.62 ± 10.63 70.43 ± 11.65 64.84 ± 15.25 63.86 ± 11.17

Education 10.54 ± 4.7 11.14 ± 4.38 10.46 ± 4.18 10.98 ± 4.38

Interval (days) 116.62 ± 160.91 101.67 ± 59.2 70.46 ± 85.25

Motricity index (MRC-UL) 11 ± 15.31 6.86 ± 12.21 18.38 ± 17.22

EHI 88.08 ± 15.75 85.71 ± 18.12 78.08 ± 25.21 82.31 ± 35.7

MMSE 26.36 ± 2.17 22.04 ± 2.67▲ 20.51 ± 9.54 27.83 ± 1.36

Token test (err.) 1.54 ± 1.98 4.71 ± 1.11▲■ 1.85 ± 2.25

Oral comprehension 26.15 ± 3.76 22.43 ± 3.09■ 23.77 ± 10.01

Comprehension of written sentences 26.15 ± 3.76 24.57 ± 2.44 26 ± 3.74

Ideomotor apraxia (err.) 0.12 ± 0.3 0.21 ± 0.39 0.54 ± 1.27

Digit span 4.68 ± 1.31 4.77 ± 0.77 4.12 ± 1.57

Comb test − 0.01 ± 0.26 − 0.03 ± 0.35 0.08 ± 0.21

Line crossing 33.15 ± 5.97 27.71 ± 10.08■ 35.85 ± 0.38

Line bisection 6.08 ± 2.63■ 3.71 ± 3.04■ 8.62 ± 0.87

VATA-m (UL) 0.39 ± 4.59 16 ± 1.53▲■ 0 ± 1.68

Bisiach score 0 1.5 ± 0.77 0
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for each duration. To quantify the errors in the estimation of durations in both ATE and MTE tasks, an index 
was computed for each response as the difference between the participant’s subjective estimation and the actual 
duration of action/movement. In this way, a score close to zero indicates accurate estimation, a score above zero 
shows overestimation, and a score below zero indicates underestimation of the duration.

Furthermore, a preliminary analysis of responses in the ATE indicated the absence of differences between 
ipsilesional and contralesional hands in the three groups of patients and between right and left hands in controls 
(Fig. SM2). Thus, the responses referred to left and right hand videos were collapsed in a unique score.

For each duration, a pairwise t-test compared the performance of the control group with the performance 
of each of the three patient groups. Bonferroni correction was applied to control for multiple comparisons. The 
comparison between the LBD and controls’ errors shows significant underestimation of the durations in the LBD, 
for the durations of 4500 ms (p = 0.02) and 6500 ms (p < 0.001) (Fig. 1b).The responses of the AHP and RBD 
groups did not differ from controls in any of the three durations (AHP v. C, 3000 ms: p = 0.14; 4500 ms: p = 0.59; 
6500 ms: p = 0.42; RBD v. C = 3000 ms p = 0.15; 4500 ms p = 0.85; 6500 ms p = 0.18; Fig. 1b).

Movement time estimation (MTE). The AHP group significantly overestimated only the durations of 
video lasting 3000 ms (p = 0.003) (AHP v. C: 4500 ms p = 0.08; 6500 ms p = 0.59; Fig. 2), as well as the RBD 
group who significantly overestimated the 3000 ms duration when compared to controls (p = 0.004) (RBD v. 
C = 4500 ms: p = 0.49; 6500 ms: p = 0.73). The LBD group errors did not differ from controls (LBD v. C = 3000 ms: 
p = 0.5; 4500 ms: p = 0.21; 6500 ms: p = 0.13).

Explorative analyses of lesions. Given the limited number of patients whose neuroimaging data were 
available, an explorative lesion analysis was performed to investigate the neural correlates of errors in estimation 
of durations (differences in the sense of underestimation were transformed into positive scores). The analysis 

Figure 1.  (a) Flow of events in the ATE task. There were no response time constraints and response time 
acquisition lasted until the patient’s response. (b) Error differences between controls and each patient group. 
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.001. Boxes represent the mean error of each group, for each duration; bars represent standard 
deviation. LBD, left brain-damaged patients; C, controls; RBD, right brain-damaged patients; AHP, anosognosia 
for hemiplegia patients.

Figure 2.  (a) Flow of events in the MTE task. As in the ATE task, there were no response time constraints 
and response time acquisition lasted until the patient’s response. (b) Error differences between controls and 
each patient group. *p < 0.05. Boxes represent the mean error of each group, for each duration; bars represent 
standard deviation. LBD, left brain-damaged patients; C, controls; RBD, right brain-damaged patients; AHP, 
anosognosia for hemiplegia patients.
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was done only for RBD (N images = 5) and AHP patients (N images = 4), which were considered as a whole 
group, for the scores in the 3000 ms duration (i.e. the only duration where a difference is present with respect 
to controls, in MTE task). Unfortunately, missing data for LBD (N images available = 2) did not allow the same 
analysis for this group. The manually drawn lesions (described below) were used as dependent variables in a 
regression analysis, and the errors in the 3000 ms duration of the MTE task were used as independent variable. 
Threshold-Free Clusters Enhancement option was applied to boost cluster-like structures of voxels and results 
that survived 1000 permutations testing were controlled for family-wise error rate (p < 0.05). The involvement of 
the inferior parietal and frontal cortices, rolandic operculum, postcentral gyrus and insula in the overestimation 
of short durations is suggested by the results (Fig. 3).

Experiment 2: Modulation from embodiment. As a different pattern was found among the groups 
in the estimation of actions and non-biological movement, two new conditions were implemented in order to 
investigate the potential role of embodiment in judgments of action duration. In one condition, the embodiment 
was inhibited by removing the hand from the videos, such that actions did not include the presence of an effector 
(ATE-No Hand; Fig. 4a). In the other condition, the embodiment was artificially forced by the verbal instruction 
given during the task (see Material and methods for details and Fig. 5a). For each patient group, the estimation 
errors in ATE-no hand were compared to the performance in ATE task and to the control group.

In ATE-No Hand, RBD and AHP overestimated the shortest duration of 3000 ms (AHP v. C, 3000 ms: 
p = 0.035; 4500 ms: p = 0.3; 6500 ms: p = 0.85; RBD v. C = 3000 ms p = 0.015; 4500 ms p = 0.43; 6500 ms p = 0.37; 
Fig. 4), thus showing the same pattern as in MTE. LBD underestimated the 6500 ms actions (LBD v. C, 3000 ms: 
p = 0.38; 4500 ms: p = 0.06; 6500 ms: p = 0.03) but not the 4500 ms, as in ATE. A difference between ATE and 
ATE-No Hand was found only for the LBD group (SM3).

Induction of a forced embodiment (by means of specific instructions “Imagine as if the hand you are look-
ing at was your hand”, see “Methods”) seems to impact the AHP and RBD groups’ performance. Indeed, in the 
ATE-Embodiment, the AHP group significantly underestimate the durations when compared to the ATE task 
for all the durations (3000 ms: t = 3.06; p = 0.007; 4500 ms: t = 2.22; p = 0.04; 6500 ms: t = 2.2; p = 0.041 Fig. 5b), 
with responses more precise (i.e. more close to the real durations for 3000 ms and 4500 ms). In the same way, 
the RBD group significantly underestimate the Hand-embodiment condition, compared to the Hand condition 
in all the durations (3000 ms: t = 3.47; p = 0.002; 4500 ms: t = 3.14; p = 0.005; 6500 ms: t = 3.01; p = 0.007 Fig. 2b). 
No differences have been found comparing the LBD group’s performance in the ATE and ATE-embodiment 
tasks. However, no difference has been found between each patient group and the controls in the ATE Embodi-
ment task.

Figure 3.  The results from the lesion analysis computed on the errors in temporal estimation in the MTE 
(3000 ms duration) for the RBD + AHP groups (9 patients in total). Voxels with p < 0.05 FDR-corrected are 
represented. The table shows the percentage of voxels (%voxels) and the mean p value for each areas that 
resulted to be associated with errors in the 3000 ms-MTE task. Ag, angular gyrus; Ins, insular cortex; Pars 
Orb, pars orbitalis of the inferior frontal gyrus; Pars Ope, pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus; Pars 
tri, pars triangularis of the inferior frontal gyrus; PsCg, postcentral gyrus; Rol Ope, rolandic operculum; SMg, 
supramarginal gyrus.
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Clinical correlations. Pearson’s correlations were performed (and corrected for Bonferroni multiple com-
parisons) between the errors of each task (and each duration) and the clinical variables that are different among 
the patients’ groups. No significant correlation was found (see SM4).

Discussion
This study was aimed at answering various questions, all driven by a common issue, namely how time is esti-
mated in our brain. In particular, the two experimental paradigms focused on the investigation of potential 
different contributions of the left and right hemispheres in the evaluation of actions of several second durations. 
In addition, the differences in temporal judgements of these actions with respect to non-biological movements 
were investigated, and the role of forced embodiment of the upper limb seen was specifically manipulated (see 
Fig. SM5 for a summary).

Previous studies have documented differences in supra-seconds and sub-seconds time processing in terms 
of cognitive mechanisms  involved75,76. Indeed, while the processing of sub-seconds durations seems to rely on 
sensory and perceptual mechanisms, other higher-cognitive networks are recruited in the perception of longer, 
supra-seconds intervals (77 for a review). As we were interested in the contribution of higher cognitive func-
tions linked to actions, and also due to the typology of stimuli (whole transitive actions) this study focused on 
supra-seconds temporal estimation.

Taken as a whole, the results suggest that, at least with reference to these supra-second durations, both the 
two hemispheres contribute, but with significant differences related with the presence of actions and the embodi-
ment of the body part involved in the movement. The results will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

Figure 4.  (a) Flow of events in the ATE-no hand task. As in the previous tasks, there were no response time 
constraints and response time acquisition lasted until the patient’s response. (b) Error differences between 
controls and each patient group. *p < 0.05. Boxes represent the mean error of each group, for each duration; bars 
represent standard deviation. LBD, left brain-damaged patients; C, controls; RBD, right brain-damaged patients; 
AHP, anosognosia for hemiplegia patients.

Figure 5.  The figure represents (a) Flow of events in the ATE-embodiment task. There were no response time 
constraints and response time acquisition lasted until the patient’s response. (b) Mean and standard deviation 
of the ATE (in orange shades) and ATE-Embodiment (in blue shades) for each group. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. The 
statistic refers to the comparison of errors performed in the ATE-embodiment versus ATE tasks, within each 
patients’ group. LBD, left brain-damaged patients; RBD, right brain-damaged patients; AHP, anosognosia for 
hemiplegia patients.
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Left and right hemispheres in temporal estimation of actions. The role of the two hemispheres in 
temporal estimations has been identified by means of the comparison of the three patient groups’ performances 
with respect to the control group. This allowed us to take into account a range of errors that also healthy people 
make in this typology of tasks. Furthermore, a preliminary analysis shows the same patterns of responses for the 
three different durations in all the groups, thus excluding the possibility that patients did not identify differences 
among the three durations.

In the temporal estimation of actions (the ATE task) LBD patients fail when compared to controls, as they 
underestimate durations, in particular when the actions last more than 4000 ms (4500 ms and 6500 ms). In 
contrast, right brain-damaged patients (with or without anosognosia for hemiplegia) perform like the healthy 
control group when judging action durations. Completely different is the pattern of results in the MTE, when 
the request is the time estimation of a non-biological movement, with no references to human actions. In this 
case, only patients with lesions in the right hemisphere (RBD and AHP) significantly overestimate the timing 
of the short-lasting (3000 ms) movement.

A double complementarity seems to emerge from these data. First, the two hemispheres respond in a dif-
ferent way for shorter (3000 ms) and longer (4500–6500) durations, with a role that might be prevalent for the 
right hemisphere in the former and for the left hemisphere for the latter. Second, these differences do not refer 
exclusively to the duration but also to the presence or absence of actions. Indeed, while LBD fail in the ATE task 
(when an action is shown), the RBD fail in the MTE control task (when there is a moving geometrical shape). 
These results are consistent with the role of the left hemisphere in actions and suggest the possibility that the 
left hemisphere plays a role in the perception of action sequence timing. To support this hypothesis there is the 
result of common activations in the left premotor cortex for motor planning and processing of specific durations 
ordered in  time78. Nevertheless, it is worth to note that in our patients we do not find any correlations between the 
number of errors in the apraxia test and the performance in the ATE task. Further studies, with more in-depth 
assessment of the various forms of apraxia (i.e. ideative and ideomotor apraxia) are needed in order to better 
understand any potential role of action planning in estimation of temporal aspects of movements and actions.

It is known that the left hemisphere is involved in rhythm  perception41,42,78–80 and the participation of Broca’s 
area in rhythm monitoring is considered as an index of the specialization of this hemisphere for temporal inte-
gration of rapid  stimuli76. Thus, and following the beat frequency model of timing24,39–41, a possibility is that the 
errors in LBD patients are due to a difficulty in synchronizing the internal representation of actions with the 
actions seen, rather than to a disorder in gesture planning (i.e. ideomotor apraxia).

In the absence of action, and when an object is moving (MTE), are the right brain-damaged patients who 
make errors in temporal estimation, with overestimation of the shorter durations. While our explorative lesional 
analysis confirms a role of right fronto-parietal and insular networks in temporal  estimation9,23–29, no effects of 
anosognosia for hemiplegia was found in this task, with AHP who do not differ in respect to RBD. However, 
we cannot exclude that the unaware patients recruited in this study might have had some degrees of implicit 
 awareness81–83 that could emerge only via a more in-depth awareness  investigation84. Previous  studies81–84 have 
demonstrated that there are patients who, although verbally denying their motor impairments (e.g. declaring to 
be able to move their arms or to walk), behave as if they are aware about their paralysis at some levels (i.e. they 
spontaneously adopt motor strategies to compensate for their hemiplegia in everyday  tasks85).

Results in MTE confirm previous lesional  studies49,85–89 demonstrating a role of the right hemisphere in the 
processing of supra-seconds durations, probably due to its involvement in working memory and attentional 
functions. Following the internal clock  model33–35 this reduction of attention (in our group confirmed by MMSE 
and neglect tests) should impact on the judgement of temporal duration. Another possibility is that in the 
3000 ms duration, when the action is perceived faster than in 4500 and 6500 ms, the perceived time results to 
be expanded. Indeed, the presence of movement has been shown to impact temporal perception, just inducing 
a temporal dilatation in the perception of faster than slower  speeds90–92.

Crucially for the aim of this study is that the presence of an action has opposite effects in the left and right 
brain damaged patients. Indeed, while the presence of actions causes LBD patients to fail the task (ATE), the 
right hemisphere lesioned patients (RBD and AHP) make larger estimation errors than controls in the MTE task 
but not in the ATE task. To better understand this result, the effects of embodiment processes were specifically 
investigated.

The effects of embodiment in temporal perception of actions. The results from the first experi-
ment, indicating a role of action in temporal estimation, open to the question regarding the possibility that 
different responses in ATE and MTE tasks are at least in part due to other cognitive processes, in particular to a 
mechanism of embodiment of the body part (i.e. the upper limb) seen in the  video93. For this, a second experi-
ment was carried out, where the embodiment processes were manipulated in the direction of reduction, through 
the removal of the body part that executed the action (ATE-No hand), or in the sense of empowerment, through 
specific instructions that led the person to imagine that the body part seen was his own (ATE-Embodiment).

The results (see Fig. SM5 and SM7 for a summary of the findings) indicate that in general, the embodiment 
induced by means of verbal instructions helps the judgments of actions durations, as the three groups do not show 
significant differences with respect to control in the ATE- Embodiment task. However, when analysing the single 
groups in the within subject comparisons, data show that embodiment modulates temporal estimation of action 
only in right damaged patients (RBD and AHP), while this does not have any effects on the LBD performance. 
More specifically, when the action is seen without the effector (i.e. the upper limb) and thus embodiment is not 
present, RBD and AHP respond in a similar way as in the MTE task, as if the movement seen is not an human 
action but rather a non-biological movement. In addition, in a subset of patients, the forced embodiment shows 
to be effective in right brain damaged patients, who only in this task underestimate temporal duration (in respect 
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to their responses in ATE). Considering the performance of this group in the different tasks, a facilitatory role 
of the body in temporal estimation emerges, as they: (i) slow down (overestimation) non-biological movements 
(MTE) and actions in the absence of the body (ATE-No hand); (ii) become more precise when there is the body 
part performing the action (ATE), and (iii) even accelerate (underestimation) the duration when they imagine 
that the body part is their own (ATE-embodiment). In contrast, for the LBD performances are the same as in the 
ATE task, with no differences due to the presence or absence of the body part. Further investigations are needed 
to understand if this underestimation in the embodiment forced condition may be in some way associated with 
motor  constraints94, as in our study we do not find any differences associated with the laterality (correspondence 
with healthy or motor impaired upper limbs) of the hands seen in the video.

The result of the embodiment effect in right brain damaged patients is in line with previous studies that 
identify right brain structures as the main network for embodiment mechanisms, and with clinical reports 
of abnormal embodiment  manifestations95,96. The pathological embodiment of external body parts has been 
 described97–99 in right hemisphere damaged patients, when they observe and external arm (i.e. the examiner’s 
upper limb) that is placed in a congruent position with respect to the patient’s homologue body  part100, also in the 
absence of specific body representations disorders (e.g. asomatognosia or  somatoparaphrenia101). The symptom 
is associated with white matter lesions involving the corona radiata and the superior longitudinal  fasciculus99. 
This sensitivity to embodiment manipulations may be used in these patients with rehabilitative aims, in order 
to improve awareness of  deficits65,66,102 or motor control on upper  limbs84,85. Future studies may further explore 
the effect of embodiment mechanism on time estimations of actions via verbal embodiment questionnaires.

Finally, the lack of impact of bodily-related stimuli (the presence or absence of the body part) and embodi-
ment in LBD responses suggest that these patients base their responses on the direct perception or representation 
of the action, rather on body representations.

Limitations and conclusions. A first limitation of the study is the limited number of participants and the 
different numbers in the various groups. This was due to technical reasons, as the tasks were time-consuming 
and multiple sessions were needed. Some patients did not carry out both the experiments mainly due to clini-
cal reasons (e.g. patient’s covid infection, general health problems, rescheduling of rehabilitation activities or 
patients’ discharge). Although this suggests caution in the interpretation of results, the small number of patients 
is usually accepted in neuropsychological studies, in particular when using challenging experimental paradigms 
that require a good level of cognitive functioning and tolerance to long tasks. However, in the four tasks that we 
administered, the groups’ performances were consistent, and this certainly represents a guarantee with respect 
to the solidity of the data. This consistency in the pattern of results allows us to consider that the inevitable dif-
ferences between the stimuli in the different conditions (e.g. the presence of the hand that is missing in No-Hand 
condition, the non-biological stimulus in MTE that is indeed really different in respect to the biological motion 
conditions) do not have a significant impact in explaining the differences between the participants’ groups. 
Secondly, for some of the patients, neuroimaging data were not available and this prevented us from analyzing 
the neural correlates of patients with left lesions and allowed only an exploratory analysis for right-damaged 
patients.

Finally, the neuropsychological assessment used as a preliminary screening of apraxia might have limited 
the investigation of the potential role of this syndrome in the estimation of action durations. Indeed, this test 
excluded severe apraxia symptoms in our sample and did not allow for the investigation of a subgroup of LBD 
apraxic patients. Future studies involving patients suffering from apraxia will help to understand the role of 
action planning in action time estimation.

In summary, the study indicates a joint, complementary contribution of left and right hemispheres in temporal 
estimations of supra-second actions, referred both to different durations (with left hemisphere involved more in 
4500 and 6500 ms actions and right one in 3000 ms) and to the presence of actions or no-biological movements. 
While LBD base their judgements on action or movement per se, RBD estimate time of actions basing on body 
representations. Cognitive functions associated with motricity, in particular anosognosia for hemiplegia and 
apraxia, do not seem to have specific effects on temporal estimation.

Material and methods
Two experiments were carried out in the study, that were aimed at investigating the patients’ abilities to estimate 
various durations of actions and the potential role of embodiment in temporal estimation, respectively. All the 
participants signed the informed consent, and the research was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of 
the Declaration of Helsinki (2013) and approved by the Local Ethical Committee (CESC – Comitato Etico Studi 
Clinici delle Provincie di Verona e Rovigo, Prot. 2019-08).

Experiment 1: Action time estimation task (ATE). The abilities of action timing estimation were 
assessed by comparing the performance of a sample of stroke patients (N = 33) with those of a healthy control 
group. Participants performed an experimental task, the Action Time Estimation (ATE) task and a control task, 
namely the Movement Time Estimation (MTE), where a non-biological movement was shown. The two tasks 
were administered in a balanced order.

Participants. Clinical and experimental data from 33 (all hospitalized) patients suffering from unilateral 
brain damage (n.20 right hemisphere- RBD and n. 13 left hemisphere- LBD) were collected. 42 healthy controls 
served as control and were matched for age (t = 1.47; df = 74; p = 0.15) and education (t = 0.24; df = 74; p = 0.81). 
The inclusion criteria were the presence of: (i) unilateral hemisphere damage, secondary to a first-ever stroke, 
as confirmed by clinical neuroimaging; (ii) motor deficit of contralesional upper limb (scores ≤ 50 for both 
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the upper and lower limbs at the Motricity Index  scale103,104); (iii) right-handedness (Edinburgh Handedness 
Inventory,  EHI105). Exclusion criteria were the presence of: (i) bilateral brain damage; (ii) severe comprehension 
deficits (Token test and Oral and Written Comprehension, AAT 68); (iii) severe general cognitive impairment 
 (MMSE67; italian  validations106,107); (iv) mood disturbance that precluded completion of the study.

Preliminary neuropsychological assessment. Table  1 reports clinical and neuropsychological data. 
As the assessment for Anosognosia for Hemiplegia (70 see below for the description) identified the presence of 
unawareness for motor impairment in 6 patients, the RBD group was divided into two groups of patients with 
(AHP) and without (RBD) anosognosia for hemiplegia. In this way, there were 4 groups: LBD (n.13) AHP (n. 
7), RBD (n.13), C (n. 42). In the patients, the presence of apraxia was explored via the Ideomotor apraxia test 
(Feinberg, 2000) and short-term verbal memory impairment by means of the digit span score  (forward72; Italian 
 validation108). Personal neglect was assessed by means of the ‘Comb’ subtest of the ‘Comb and Razor/Compact 
test’74, while the scores in the Line Crossing and Line Bisection subtests of the BIT (Behavioral Inattention  Test73) 
were used as a measure of extra-personal neglect. Hemianopsia was excluded by means of clinical examination.

To explore any differences in the neuropsychological profile among the three groups of patients (AHP, RBD 
and LBD), linear models were computed for each test.

Assessment of anosognosia for hemiplegia. The presence of AHP was assessed by means of two tests, 
assessing respectively the patients’ acknowledge of their ability in in daily life activities (VATA-m  test70) and their 
judgement about their current ability to move the upper  limb71.

In the VATA-m  test70 patients are requested to look at some images showing unilateral and bilateral upper 
or lower limb actions of daily life and to rate their current ability to perform these actions (from 0 = no problem 
to 3 = severe problem). Only the VATA-m for the upper limb was here considered. This is based on 8 trials, with 
scores ranging from 0 to 24. Patient’s responses are then compared to the caregiver or physiotherapist’s judgments 
and the patients-examiner discrepancy is considered for the diagnosis (for the upper limb, range: − 24/ + 24, scores 
3.3–8 = mild anosognosia; 8.1–16 = moderate anosognosia, and > 16.1 = severe anosognosia).

In the Bisiach’s  scale71 patients are interviewed about their current ability to move their upper limb and the 
eventual reasons for their deficits. In the version of the test here used, the following partially modified scoring 
of the scale was  adopted102. As in the original version, a “0” score indicated spared consciousness of the disease 
(= the disorder is spontaneously reported or mentioned by the patient following a general question about his/
her complaints) and a “1” score was assigned when patients referred to their disability only after specific ques-
tions about the strength of their left limbs. A “1,5” score (not reported in the original version of the scale, but 
previously used in studies on AHP; e.g.84,102) indicated that general deficits and some motor impairments were 
reported, but these were not attributed to the presence of hemiplegia (e.g., a previous unrelated surgical opera-
tion or arthrosis). Finally, patients scoring ‘2’ or ‘3’ were considered to be anosognosic, as their awareness of 
the disease emerged only after a demonstration through a routine technique of neurological examination (i.e., 
“please raise your left arm”, score 2) or not emerge at all (score 3).

This double assessment of AHP allowed us to take into account the potential variability of AHP symptoms 
in time and in relation to the context of the  questioning62,109.

To explore potential differences in the neuropsychological profile among the three groups, linear regression 
models have been computed for each test. The results of the preliminary neuropsychological assessment referring 
to the samples of Experiment 1 are described in SM1.

Action time estimation task (ATE): stimuli and procedure. In the ATE condition (Fig. 1a) some 
videos were shown, where a left or right hand were presented while using an object (in order to avoid any differ-
ence between the two hands the same video recorded for the right hand was mirrored for left hand condition). 
Actions were presented in a first-person perspective and followed a vertical trajectory (from bottom to top). 
These were: closing a fan; cleaning a stain with a sponge; wrapping up a tape; tearing off a velcro. Each of these 
actions was recorded (Canon EOS600D) once and the videos were then edited on Windows Movie Maker in 
order to manipulate the action velocity and present them in one of three different durations: 3000 ms, 4500 ms, 
6500 ms (for both the left and right hand, with the coincidence of video and movement durations). The video’s 
frame size was 1080 × 720 pixels, the encoded frame per second were kept constant (efps: 60) and the stimuli 
were black and white coloured, to prevent colour-driven attentional  orienting110 (Fig. 1a and examples at https:// 
osf. io/ u7wjc/).

Furthermore, each video was presented three times, with a total of 72 trials (4 × 3 × 3 × 2). These were divided 
into four blocks (18 trials in each). Actions were presented in a semi-randomized order (E-prime software) to 
avoid two consecutive displays of the same object and the same duration.

Instructions were verbally given while the same written instructions were appearing at the centre of the screen. 
Participants were required to carefully look at the stimuli in the centre of the screen and to estimate the duration 
of the action at the end of each trial, when a question was asked (‘How long did the action last?’). Responses 
were given indicating the action duration on a graduated scale (range 0–8 s, with intervals indicating 0.5 s; SM6). 
Patients were explicitly asked not to count seconds during the observation of the action. The three durations were 
unevenly separated of 1.5 s (between 3000 and 4500 ms durations), 2 s (between 4500 and 6500 ms durations), 
and 3.5 s (between 3000 and 6500 ms durations) to additionally prevent counting. After each patient’s response, 
a new video appeared on the screen. A short preliminary training (four trials) was administered to practice and 
three breaks were programmed to avoid attentional fatigue.

Movement time estimation task (MTE): stimuli and procedure. 

https://osf.io/u7wjc/
https://osf.io/u7wjc/
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1. The Movement Time Estimation task (Fig. 2a) was implemented to control for the patients’ general abilities 
to estimate time durations in the context of a target-directed non-biological movement (i.e. without actions). 
The MTE task was analogous to the ATE task, in procedure, durations of the movement seen, and modality of 
response (the graduate scale) but different in stimuli. These consisted of videos showing a black circle mov-
ing along a vertical trajectory (from bottom to up) toward a bar. Similarly, as in the experimental task, the 
video durations were manipulated in a way that the circle movement might last 3000 ms, 4500 ms or 6500 ms 
(efps: 60). At the end of each video, participants were required to estimate the duration of the movement. 
Each duration was presented 6 times with a total of 18 trials. Three practice trials were administered before 
the beginning of the task.

Statistical analyses. The Shapiro–Wilk normality test showed that the normality assumption is respected 
for both the error-indexes of ATE (W = 0.997, p-value = 0.096) and MTE (W = 0.995, p-value = 0.68).

Statistical analyses were carried out in three  steps111. At first, the ability in discriminating the three different 
durations was ascertained in each group. Then, the three groups of patients were compared with controls in the 
estimation of action durations. Finally, correlations of results with clinical variables were analysed.

To quantify the errors in the estimation of durations in both ATE and MTE tasks, an index of “estimation 
error” was computed for each response, as the difference between the participant’s subjective estimation and 
the actual duration of action/movement. In this way, an error near zero indicates an accurate estimation, an 
error above zero shows overestimation, and an error below zero indicates an underestimation of the duration.

Missing responses were excluded from the analysis (ATE = 0.01%; MTE = 0.8%) as well as the outlier responses, 
which were identified on a subjective basis (i.e. ± 2 standard deviations from the mean of each subject, in each 
condition for each duration). For technical problems, one AHP patient did not perform the MTE task.

The participants’ ability to identify the three durations of the movement was explored by means of a linear 
mixed-effects model (lme4  package112) considering the responses given by the four groups in the ATE experi-
mental task and in the MTE control task as dependent variables, with Group (C, RBD, LBD, AHP) and Duration 
(3000, 4500, 6500) as fixed effects and including the Duration variable and the subjects as random effects. Post-
hoc analyses were computed on the model (emmeans  package113), using Tukey method for multiple compari-
son adjustments. Differences among the groups emerged with respect to the Duration (see SM2), and thus the 
comparisons between patients’ groups and controls were carried out separately for each Duration.

Furthermore, a preliminary analysis for the ATE task investigated the differences in estimation errors between 
videos showing left- and right-hand actions, within and between each group by means of a linear mixed-effects 
model (lme4  package112). The estimation errors given by the four groups in the ATE task were included as 
dependent variables, with Group (C, RBD, LBD, AHP) and Effector (right hand, left hand) as fixed effects and 
including the Effector variable and the subjects as random effects. As no effect of the Effector emerged (F = 0.95, 
p = 0.33), nor the interaction between group and Effector (F = 0.75, p = 0.53), the errors regarding the left- and 
right-hand videos were averaged for each subject, for each Duration.

For the second step of the analysis, the errors in estimation (i.e. the difference between the duration estimated 
and the actual duration) were analysed via pairwise t-tests (pairwise.t.test function), confronting the responses 
of each group of patients with healthy controls.

Finally, Pearson’s correlations have been computed between the errors for each task, for each duration, and 
the clinical data where a difference between the groups was found, via the corr.test function (see SM4 for the 
correlations results).

Experiment 2: ATE-embodiment. The second experiment aimed at exploring the potential effect of the 
embodiment of the hand seen in the videos in modulating temporal estimation of actions. This was investigated 
by means of two complementary tasks (ATE-No hand and ATE-embodiment), where embodiment was manipu-
lated.

Participants. While the whole group of subjects participated in the ATE-No hand task, the ATE-Embod-
iment task was administered only to a subgroup of participants. In fact, in order to avoid delayed effects of 
manipulation on the subsequent task, the ATE-Embodiment was administered after the ATE-No hand task. This 
means that some patients (and controls) did not complete the study for various different reasons (e.g. discharge 
from the hospital, limited time available, fatigue).

The final group for the ATE-Embodiment task was made up of 16 patients (n. 5 LBD n.7 RBD, n. 4 AHP) and 
16 healthy controls, who were matched for age (t =  − 1.27; df = 30; p = 0.2) and education (t = 1.21; df = 30; p = 0.24; 
the demographic and clinical data of the control and patients groups are shown in SM5).

Action time estimation-no hand (ATE-no hand) and action time estimation-embodiment 
(ATE-embodiment) tasks: stimuli and procedure. In the ATE-no hand task, the same stimuli as in 
the ATE were shown with the only difference that the objects were moved without the presence of an effector and 
the actions were seen as if the objects were self-animated (Fig. 4a and example at https:// osf. io/ u7wjc/). Three 
blocks of 16 trials were presented in this condition, with each stimulus presented 4 times for each duration, in a 
semi-randomized order. In the ATE-Embodiment task, the task and the number of stimuli were the same as the 
ATE in all but the instruction (Fig. 5a), that explicitly asked to imagine as if the hand seen in the video was their 
own hand (i.e. ‘please, imagine the hand performing the action as your own’).

Statistical analysis. As for the previous experiment, the error-index was computed for each participant’s 
response and missing (0.01%) and outlier responses were excluded from the analyses. The Shapiro–Wilk nor-

https://osf.io/u7wjc/
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mality test showed that the normality assumption is respected for both the error-indexes of ATE-embodiment 
(W = 0.99, p-value = 0.93) and ATE-NH (W = 0.99, p-value = 0.58).

Participants’ ability to identify the three durations was investigated as described in the statistical analysis of 
the Experiment 1, by means of two linear mixed-effects models (for the ATE-NH and ATE-Embodiment tasks 
separately) considering the responses given by the four groups with Group (H, RBD, LBD, AHP) and Duration 
(3000, 4500, 6500) as fixed effects and including the Duration variable and the Subjects as random effects. The 
overall analysis of the model was computed via the Kenward–Roger test and post-hoc analyses were computed 
on the model (emmeans  package113), using Tukey method for multiple comparison adjustments.

Preliminary comparisons have been conducted within each group between the errors of the left- and right- 
hand actions of the embodiment task. As in the ATE task, also in the embodiment version no difference between 
the two hands was found, and thus the errors of the left- and right-hand actions were averaged for each subject 
and duration.

In order to explore the potential effects of the embodiment induced by the new instructions, the data of the 
ATE task (of patients who also participated in the Experiment 2) and the ATE-Embodiment task were analysed 
via linear mixed-effects models (lme4  package111) which allowed us to investigate within-group and between 
groups (controls versus each patient group) differences between the ATE task and ATE-No Hand and ATE-
Embodiment tasks separately. Given our interest in the investigation of between-group differences specific for 
controls versus each patient group, the models were computed separately for each control versus patient group 
contrast (Group variable), for each duration. Thus, the models included the errors in the (i) ATE and ATE-No 
Hand, and (ii) ATE and ATE-Embodiment tasks as dependent variables, with Group and Condition (ATE, 
ATE-No Hand; ATE, ATE-Embodiment) as fixed effect and including Condition and subjects as random effect. 
Post-hoc analyses were computed on the model (emmeans  package113), using Tukey method for multiple com-
parison adjustments.

Lesional analyses. The brain lesions images of 9 RBD/AHP patients were acquired via computerised 
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and analized following a manual  procedure62. Lesions 
from these scans were segmented and co-registered using a manual procedure. Lesions were outlined by two of 
the experiments who were blind to each scan’s group classification and patients scores in the experimental tasks. 
In the case of disagreement of two lesion plots, the opinion of a third, expert anatomist was requested. Scans 
were registered to the T1-weighted MRI scan template (ICBM152) of the Montreal Neurological Institute, fur-
nished with the MRIcron software (ch2, http:// www. cabia tl. com/ mricro/ mricr on/ index. html). First, the stand-
ard template (size: 181 217 181 mm, voxel resolution: 1  mm2) was rotated on the three planes in order to match 
the orientation of the patient’s MRI or CT scan. Lesions were outlined on the axial slices of the rotated template. 
The resulting lesion volumes were then rotated back into the canonical orientation, in order to align the lesion 
volumes of each patient to the same stereotaxic space. Finally, in order to exclude voxels of lesions outside white 
and gray matter brain tissue, lesion volumes were filtered by means of custom masks based on the ICBM152 
template. To predict lesion location associated with the deficit in short duration estimation of non-biological 
movement, the manually drawn lesions were used as dependent variables in a regression analysis, and the errors 
in the 3000 ms duration of the MTE task were used as independent variable. Threshold-Free Clusters Enhance-
ment option was applied to boost cluster-like structures of voxels and results that survived 1000 permutations 
testing were controlled for family-wise error rate (p < 0.05).

Data availability
The dataset analysed during the current study is available at https:// osf. io/ u7wjc/.
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